
                                        Regular Meeting 
                               Wednesday, June 13, 2018 

  
The regular meeting of the Board of County Road Commissioners of Newaygo County was called to order by Chairman 
Harmon at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, June 13, 2018 at the road commission offices. 
 
Commissioners present Bill Gonyon, Douglas Harmon and Louis J. Meeuwenberg  
  
Also present: Manager, Kelly Smith; Assistant Manager Derek Wawsczyk and Clerk, Kristin Dronchi 
 
County Commissioner Lavern Willett, Robert and Darcy Bassler was present at the Board meeting for public comment. The 
Bassler’s live on Hess Lake and had approached Kelly a while back to do some improvements on their waterfront property.  
They also wanted to do improvements to an adjacent part of their property that is in the public right of way.  Kelly informed 
them that the road commission didn’t care if they did improvements as long as DEQ permitted it.  The permit the Bassler’s 
applied for and got approved by the DEQ was only for their portion (54 feet) alongside the lake.  However, they improved the 
portion that was in the public right of way as well.  When DEQ went to inspect what was done they informed the Bassler’s 
that they would have to remove the improvements they did in the Public Right of Way because it wasn’t permitted and 
hindered the usage to the public. There has been an ongoing argument between the Bassler’s and Kelly regarding this and 
Mrs. Bassler claims there was lack of communication between her and Kelly, which is not the case as he clearly told her the 
road commission didn’t have an issue with it as long as the DEQ permitted it, which they didn’t.  Mrs. Bassler claims that the 
DEQ said that an after the fact permit could be submitted to allow the improvements to stay if the road commission allowed 
that.  Kelly informed the Bassler’s that was not what DEQ told him. After discussions it was determined that the Bassler’s 
would email DEQ and cc Kelly regarding this after the fact permit to get more information, however the road commission 
would not be funding this process.  
 
Motion by Commissioner Meeuwenberg and supported by Commissioner Gonyon to approve the minutes of regular meeting 
on May 23rd, 2018.  Motion carried.    
 
Motion by Commissioner Gonyon and supported by Commissioner Meeuwenberg to approve vendor checks from #61200 to 
#61231 and ACH vendor payments from #elect7962 to #elect8001 in the amount of $317,809.17 and payroll checks from 
#57046 to #57070 in the amount of $103,532.64 for May 31, 2018 and to approve vendor checks from #61232 to #61262 and 
ACH vendor payments from #elect8002 to #elect8049 in the amount of $311,477.27 and payroll checks from #57072 to 
#57098 in the amount of $108,068 for June 14, 2018.  Motion carried.  
 
Kelly reported on the meeting with MDOT regarding some issues that needed to be resolved and the detour route for the M-
37 project in Grant.  MDOT had moved the detour route for the construction project they currently going on without running 
it by the road commission.  They moved the detour route on a road where a federal reseal project was scheduled to begin 
soon.  Kelly was able to push the federal reseal project to a later date but was quite unhappy with how MDOT handled it.  
MDOT also was contemplating not doing road side mowing this summer on the highways.  This did not sit well with Kelly 
due to the fact that there was $60,000 still left in MDOT’s winter budget that wasn’t spend and it only costs about $15,000 to 
do a round of mowing.  After the meeting MDOT understands Kelly’s frustration and is quite aware that he is looking at 
possibly opting out of the MDOT contract all together. 
 
Kelly reported that the 2019 bridge project on 14 Mile will have the engineers Fleis and Vandenbrink overseeing the project 
since KCRC is getting too busy.  The engineer from KCRC will be checking in on the project from time to time. Kelly had a 
proposal that needed to be signed for Fleis.  Board had no objection. 
 
Kelly reported that a local girl scout troop took a tour of the facility and brought cookies.  Kelly submitted an article to Ken 
regarding this and our current Kids Day program.  
 
Kelly reported that the Colonial Bridge project made it in the July letting so that will be starting this year. 
 
Discussions took place regarding the current year budget and township cost sharing.   
 
Kelly gave the construction report. 
 
Derek reported that he met with JX Peterbilt to discuss the two new trucks that were ordered. 
 
Derek reported that they are moving forward with the emulsion tank installation. 
 
Derek reported that Sheriff Goslen will be inspecting the roof and giving his input on what should be done.  Derek will 
compare his inspection to the other company and then move forward to bid out what needs to be done in order to repair any 
leaks or upgrade what we currently have. 
 
Derek is working on the spray map for the roadsides and currently has about 100 miles that will be sprayed. 
 
Derek reported that we have started our Kids Day program. 
 
Discussion took place regarding wage increased for Foremen, office staff and Management.  Motion was made by 
Commissioner Meeuwenberg and supported by Commissioner Gonyon to accept management recommendation and increase 
the foremen’s, administrative assistant and payroll clerk wages by 3.5%; increase their DB contribution to 3.5% and increase 
the employer match towards a qualified 457 to $2000 a year.  Motion carried.   
 
Motion was made by Commissioner Gonyon and supported by Commissioner Meeuwenberg to increase the Manager, 
Assistant Manager and Office Manager/Clerk salaries by 3.5%; increase their DB contribution to 3.5% and to increase the 
Assistant Manager’s employer match towards a qualified 457 to $2000 a year.  Motion carried.   
 



Kristin reported that resolution from MERS will need to be adopted.  The Employer Resolutions Establishing Uniform 
Transfer Provision will allow MERS to transfer Matt Stitt, the Union employee moved to Management but didn’t want the 
position, back to the closed Union Defined Benefit Group.  This needs to be adopted because that DB Union group is closed 
to any new hires or transfers since we created a new DB union group with a ½ lesser benefit multiplier effective June 2010 
where all new employees go.  This will have no impact going forward however, if we ever have this happen again, this 
provision will allow us to transfer that employee back to the closed Union group only by Management approval but there 
must be at least one active member in that group.   Board agreed that there should be a provision in the Supervisor’s Manual 
stating a 90-day probationary period for new hires into Management.  Kristin will work with MERS regarding this.  
Motion was made by Commissioner Gonyon and supported by Commissioner Meeuwenberg to approve and adopt the 
Employer Resolutions Establishing Uniform Transfer Provision through MERS.  Motion carried.  
 
Kristin reported that Resolution #NCRC-006-008-18 needed to be signed and approved allowing the Chair and Clerk to sign a 
contract with MDOT regarding Colonial Ave over the Marquette Railroad.  Motion was made by Commissioner Gonyon and 
supported by Commissioner Meeuwenberg to approve Resolution # NCRC-006-008-18.  Motion carried.  
 
Kristin reported that Resolution #NCRC-06-007-18 needed to be approved authorized the transfer and sale of 2019 Federal 
Aid funds to Muskegon County Road Commission. Motion was made by Commissioner Gonyon and supported by 
Commissioner Meeuwenberg to approve Resolution # NCRC-006-007-18.  Motion carried.  
 
Kristin reported that the following contract with Denver Townships needed to be signed and approved: 

• Ditch portions, grade and gravel Osborn avenue between 1 Mile and 2 Mile 
Motion was made by Commissioner Meeuwenberg and supported by Commissioner Gonyon to approve contract with 
Denver Township.  Motion carried.  
 

Meeting adjourned at 10:32 a.m. 
 
 
                  
Douglas Harmon, Chairman   Kristin Dronchi, Clerk 
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